CoAire Dehumidiﬁer <<

CoAiro XP200

Dehumidiﬁer

Application:

Keep your home, clean, dry and comfort today.
Buy The CoAiro XP200, experience the change!
Speciﬁcations:

CoAiro XP200 is the largest capacity whole house
ventilation dehumidiﬁer in the market today. With a
capability of removing 200 pints of water per day, this
dehumidiﬁer will easily tackle any residential
dehumidiﬁcation tasks. Its high capacity is what makes
CoAiro XP200, the most referred dehumidiﬁer for extralarge homes with high ceilings.
CoAiro XP200 is not only effective at regulating humid
air but also can be used for proper air ventilation in your
home. This dehumidiﬁer will easily ventilate and
dehumidiﬁer a home of up to 5,000 feet.
Built and designed to provide a comfortable indoor
atmosphere by effectively keeping the humidity levels
controlled and keeping the temperatures at a cool 56˚F
throughout the year. This unit is controlled by a 24-volt
remote-wired control, which can also be used other
applications.
CoAiro XP200 can be used to duct fresh outdoor air in
the house using a 6” duct. The fresh air is cleaned by the
ﬁlters and dehumidiﬁed before it is channeled out into
the house. This fresh air will maintain high oxygen levels
and dilute most indoor pollutants.

Allpurposeuse:

Dehumidiﬁer
Power
Filter
Size limit

Not over 5,000 sq. ft
520 CFM

CFM(air ﬂow)
Refrigerant
Remote control
Display type
Weight

R410A
Yes
Digital.
130Ibs(59KG)
<59DBA
Gravity draining
Rotary

Sound level
Draining
Compressor type
Defrosting control system
Wind defrosting.
Dim(W*H*D)
31.50"X19.29"X17.72"
Re-loads
settings after a restart.
Memorypre-set
starting
Re-loads pre-set settings after a restart.
Wheel
Adjustable wheel
Automatic humidistat control
yes
Energy star rated
Yes
Plug and play design – easy to operate
PlugEasy
and handling
play design – easy to operate
Ideal Functioning Humidity Range
35~95%
Functioning Temperature Range
33~105°C

Keyfeatures:
Capacity: 200 pints per day (115V: 80˚F – 60%)

Air ﬁltration – CoAiro XP200 is equipped with MERV 13
ﬁlters that trap and remove mold spores, dust particles
and all other impurities in the air, for better indoor air
quality.
Digital controls - CoAiro XP200 has a large LCD display
that allows you to easily adjust the dehumidiﬁer setting
easily. The main job of this controls is air ventilation.
CoAiro XP200 hang kits make it easy to suspend the unit
in any space, protect the unit from ﬂoods and allow
easier drainage of the condensed water.

115V/60Hz
MERV 13

Size for: up to 4,000 sq.
Drainage: continuous gravity drainage.
Supper COP: 2.80L/Kwh (energy star listed).
Insulated duct.
Automatic humidistat.
Programmable ventilation time.

Size:

HVAC remote system.
Bypass air sensor.
Easy handling.
19.29in
(490mm)

Performance:
CoAiro XP200 can be easily incorporated with the
house HVAC system by installing a dedicated return
HVAC Supply.Sound levels - The CoAiro XP200 unit
produces sounds less than 59DBA while operational.
This is quite impressive compared to its size and high
capacity.

EFFICIENET · LARGE · CAPACITY · POWERFUL
INDUSTRY · RESIDENTIAL HOMES
STORES · RESTORATION
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Web: www.coairo.com
E-mail: support@coairo.com
Tel: (888)977-1520

BUYNOW
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